
• Digital signature is a type of electronic signature that encrupts documents with digital codes 

that are particularly difficult to duplicate. 

 

• Digital signature is an electronic method of signing an electronic document. 

 

• A digital signature is an electronic form of a signature that can be used to authenticate the 

identity of the person. 

 

• Digital signature certificate is a cryptographic key pair that reflects your identity in the world 

wide web. It protects you from fraud and legally upholds your individuality. 

 

And digital signatures is something that is done using these certificates. any files that are 

stamped with this certificate are said to be digitally signed. 

 

It protects the file integrity and detects if the file is tempered And offcouse digitally emboss 

your thumbprint (metaphorically). 

 

• Digital signature is electronic signature which proof our digital authenticity, we can use to 

share our confidential data in internet. 

 

• Digital Signature - ye  electronic form of signature hota hai jo sender  or signer  ki authenticity 

ko verify karta hai authenticity ko and ensure karwata hai Orginal content message ka or 

Document change hua hai ki nhi after signing that document. 

 

• Digital signature = It verifies the identity of the  sender as well as authenticity of a digital 

document.. with the help of digital signature we can do many things like filling income tax 

return, apply for the tenders and many more.. things we can do with the help of digital 

signature. 

 

• A digital signature is an electronic form of signature which verifies the authenticity of a digital 

document digital signatures also verify the identity or authenticty of the sender of the 

information over the internet they also add up to security measures employed during and 

online transaction. 

 

• Digital Signature Certificates (DSC’s) are the digital equivalent of physical or paper certificates. 

A digital signature certificate can be presented electronically to prove one’s identity, to access 

information or services on the Internet or to sign certain documents digitally. 

 

• Digital signature are digital equivalent to hand written signatures..Used to validate the 

authenticity and integrity of message or digital document. 

 

• Digital signature is  an electronic equivalent of physical signature which prevents 

impersonation and provides evidence of an electronic message's  origin identity and status. 

 

• Digital signature defines the word signature as serving to identify or distinguish a person or 

group. It means to have a signature style is to have a style that reflects your personality and 

the image you want to give off and it just consist of individual's identity. 



 

• Digital Signature is a process that guarantees that the contents of a message have not been 

altered in transit. When you, the server, digitally sign a document, you add a one-way hash 

(encryption) of the message content using your public and private key pair. Your client can 

still read it, but the process creates a "signature" that only the server's public key can decrypt. 

The client, using the server's public key, can then validate the sender as well as the integrity 

of message contents. 

 

• digital signature authenticate the documents which is confirmed through electronic sign by 

the sender. 

 

• A digital signature is basically a way to ensure that an electronic document (e-mail, 

spreadsheet, text file, etc.) is authentic. which is authenticate the sender identity done in 

electronic sign. 

 

• It is a computer code.it is a secret key which can be known only by signer. It is reliable and 

safe. Nobody can copy it easily. 

 

• A digital signature is an authentication mechansim that enables the creator of a message to 

attach a code that acts as a signature. The signature is formed by taking the hash of a message 

and encryting the message with creator's private key in combination with recievers public 

key(which is also created through safe and secure mechanism). Digital signature guarantees 

the source and integrity of the message. 

 

• digital signature is also known as an electronic signature 

 

• A digital signature is a kind of signature and has the only difference that it is made by the use 

of a mathematical algorithm. It is used to certify the sign and validation of the documents, file 

or software instead of doing it on paper. 

 

• digital signature ek electronic password h jiske through internet par data secure rhta h  or yah 

ek tarike se apke sing hi hota h yaha apke sign private or secure rhte h 

 

• Digital signature is equal to hand written signature or stamp. But it also has the potential to 

validate digital communications as well. 

 

• A digital signature is a electronic signature & secure digital signature key  It is also guaranteed 

that the inforjmation and documents are safe and genuine. 

 

• digital signature ek electronic authenicated sign hota h. jo client k personal sign ko secure 

rakhta h. 

 

• Digital signature ek electronic signature hai Or ye secure hota hai 

Ye jiska sign hota hai uski identify batata hai Agar maine sign kar diye or bhej diya jisko bhejna 

tha To ye usi ke pass jayega beech mein koi ise decrypt nhi karega 

Pdf. Sign hota hai, mail mein sign karke bhejte hai 

Jisse digital sign kar diya wo mana nhi kar sakta ki ye sign mera nhi hai.. 



• Digital signature ek electronic signature hota he jese hum kisi normal document ko sign karte 

he usi trh hum ek electronic document ko sign karte he. ise ye bhi proof ho jata he ki document 

sacure he or original he or ye sender ko bhi verified karta he ki sender original he 

 

• digital signature is the virtual identity that peoples can keep in their pocket.it is the tool of 

upgraded generation in advance technology decorum. 

 

• A digital signature is an electronic form of signature which verifies the authenticity of a digital 

document. Digital signatures also verify the identity or authenticity of the sender of the 

information over the Internet. They also add up to security measures employed during any 

online transactions. 

 

• A valid signature. 

 

• Digital signature means online identity of a person or an organization. It's a digital record of 

credentials of an individual or an organisation and digital signature is an electronic form of 

signature which verifies  authenticity  of a digital document. 

 

• A digital signature is an electronic form of signature which verifies the authenticity of a digital 

document. Digital signatures also verify the identity or authenticity of the sender of the 

information over the Internet. They also add up to security measures employed during any 

online transactions. 

 


